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Statistical activity code: 20405

Price of the means of agricultural production. Seeds

Write in the questionnaire the unit price of the goods sold, exclusive of VAT and expenses added to the price such as
transport etc. cost. If the same good has been sold in the reference period at different prices depending on the quality,
quantity, agreement with buyer, etc., write in the questionnaire the weighted average price. If the price of goods differs
significantly from the previous month’s price, please provide in the remark field a short description of the reasons for the
price change (so that we do not have to contact you). The list of goods is amended only when sale of the goods concerned
has been terminated; in that case, this good is replaced by another one as similar as possible.  If goods from the same
group of goods not listed in the questionnaire have been sold in large quantities, write the name, unit of measurement and
unit price of the goods in the vacant row.

Questionnaire code: 12612022 Submitted in: By 5th date after the end of the reporting month

Period: Periodicity:  Monthly
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Statistics Estonia guarantees the full protection of data submitted.

Economic unit
Registry code: E-mail:
Name: Phone:

Postal address
County: Street:
City / Rural municipality: Building:
Village / Town / City district: Apartment:
Secondary address unit: Postal code:

Economic activity in the sample

Completed by
Personal ID code: E-mail:
Firstname and surname: Phone:

Completed on (date): Signature:

0. Information to the Respondent

Dear Respondent!
This month, questions for feedback have been added at the end of the questionnaire.
We look forward to your suggestions and comments to make the questionnaire more user-friendly in the future.
It will take approximately 2 minutes to respond. Thank you!

1. SEEDS

Price per kilogramme,
euros (rounded to sents)

Remark (filled in if necessary)

1 2
Winter wheat, untreated, C1 B_101
Winter wheat, untreated, C2 B_102
Winter wheat, treated, C1 B_103
Winter wheat, treated, C2 B_104
Spring wheat, untreated, C1 B_105
Spring wheat, untreated, C2 B_106
Spring wheat, treated, C1 B_107
Spring wheat, treated, C2 B_108
Rye, untreated, C B_1091
Rye, treated, C B_1111
Barley, untreated, C1 B_113
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Barley, untreated, C2 B_114
Barley, treated, C1 B_115
Barley, treated, C2 B_116
Oats, untreated, C1 B_117
Oats, untreated, C2 B_118
Oats, treated, C1 B_119
Oats, treated, C2 B_120
Winter rape, untreated B_121
Winter rape, treated B_122
Spring rape, untreated B_123
Spring rape, treated B_124
Red clover, early harvest B_125
Red clover, late harvest B_126
Timothy B_127
Smooth-stalked meadowgrass B_128
Cocksfoot B_129
Meadow fescue B_130
Perennial ryegrass B_131
Potato, early-season B_132
Potato, mid-season B_133
Potato, late-season B_134
Peas B_135
Field beans B_136

2.  OTHER SEEDS

If you want to add important seeds missing in Table 1. Seeds from the list, use Table 2. Other seeds.

Name of goods Quality
class

Unit of
measu
remen
t

Unit price,
euros
(rounded to
sents)

Remark (filled in if necessary)

1 2 3 4 5
. 1
. 2
. 3

3. TIME SPENT ON FILLING OUT THE QUESTIONNAIRE (incl. for preparing the data; only for April)

Please estimate how much time you spent on filling out the questionnaire (incl. time spent on reading the instructions, collecting and
preparing data).Record the total time spent by all employees.

Time spent
Hours
Minutes

Feedback to the questionnaire

Dear Respondent!
This is where we ask for your direct feedback.
Please assess the statements below on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being the lowest and 5 being the highest.
NB! These questions apply to the current questionnaire.
Providing feedback is voluntary. Thank you!

Y1. Assessment on a scale of 1 to 5

Assessment on a
scale of 1 (strongly
disagree) to 5
(strongly agree)

Wording of questions was comprehensible. 1 - 5
2 - 4
3 - 3
4 - 2
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5 - 1
6 - Do not know

Wording of error messages or controls was comprehensible, and they
were helpful for finding and fixing errors.

1 - 5
2 - 4
3 - 3
4 - 2
5 - 1
6 - Do not know

Explanatory texts (appearing when the mouse cursor hovers over
them) of the questionnaire were comprehensible and helpful.

1 - 5
2 - 4
3 - 3
4 - 2
5 - 1
6 - Do not know

eSTAT environment was user-friendly for completing the
questionnaire (e.g. all the tables properly fit on the screen).

1 - 5
2 - 4
3 - 3
4 - 2
5 - 1
6 - Do not know

Y2. Overall assessment on the questionnaire

Answer
Please give an overall assessment on completing the questionnaire. 10 - Very easy

20 - Easy
30 - Average
(neither easy nor
difficult)
40 - Difficult
50 - Very difficult

Y3. Suggestions and comments (200 characters max)

COMMENT


